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CLC Students recently transferred to:

Bradley University

Carthage College

DePaul University

Drake University

Elmhurst College

Illinois Institute of Technology

Illinois State University

Iowa State University

Lake Forest College

Marquette University

Miami University

Milwaukee School of Engineering

Northeastern Illinois University

Northern Illinois University

Northwestern University

Saint Louis University

St. Norbert College

Purdue University

The Ohio State University

University of Illinois at Chicago

University of Illinois at  
Urbana-Champaign

University of Iowa

University of Kansas

University of Michigan

University of Minnesota

University of Wisconsin-Madison

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
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Honors student profiles:

Connor Mallon

High school: Grayslake Central

Major: political science/philosophy

Memorable class at CLC: By far my favorite 
class was the Honors Scholars seminar, a 
collection of extremely capable students. 
I made friends and allies that I could talk 
about anything with, while also learning 
advanced topics presented by diverse 
faculty across the college. 

Career goal: I hope to be involved in U.S. 
governance or law. I would love to enter 
the U.S. Foreign Service if able; otherwise 
I would enjoy practicing law, preferably 
estate or criminal law. Serving as a 
government analyst or campaign manager 
would also suit my interests.

Advice for honors students interested in CLC: 
Prepare to work hard, but also be prepared 
to benefit from that work. It takes a good 
work ethic and a refined mind to succeed in 
honors courses. The diversity of CLC is one 
of its greatest strengths. You can learn about 
the radically different lives and worldviews of 
people that live a few miles away from you.

Connor was awarded a full-tuition scholarship 
to Elmhurst College.

Hannah Cassidy
High school: Grant

Major: speech pathology and English

CLC involvement: Lead Student Ambassador 
for New Student Orientation, women’s 
volleyball team, and member of Campus 
Leaders for Community Service, Student 
Experience Team, Phi Theta Kappa, Honors 
Program, and Honors Scholars. 

Memorable professor: Professor John 
Tenuto changed my perspective of the 
world in the most beneficial way, and gave 
me the courage to dig deeper into what 
I am taught. He suggested to never take 
information as it is given to you. Instead, he 
encouraged us to do our own research and 
analyze what we’re taught in order to create 
our own opinions.

Advice for honors students interested in 
CLC: Become close with your professors 
and take advantage of the knowledge 
that they offer you. Make time for reading 
outside of class. And lastly, do not compare 
yourself to anyone. You will be successful 
at your own pace in your own way and 
success should not be a race.
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